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VOLCANO
by Billy Eduard Albert Meier [written at age 27]
12th July 1964, Mehrauli, India
Translation: Philip McAiney
Correction: Christian Frehner, Catherine Mossman
With a primeval deep rumbling it pulls me out of sleep. It begins to live,
to breathe. The earth trembles and the mango tree to which my hammock is attached, becomes uprooted and suddenly flips in slow motion
on its side. I quickly jump from the mat and in a mad rush bring myself to
safety – when simultaneously the tree cracks, thunders to the ground
and shatters. My hammock is lost, but I have saved my life. Briefly I think
of the coming nights without a hammock, a vital thing in the jungle. It
provides some safety in the jungle from snakes and other wild animals!
But now it is destroyed, and for some time I can get no other hammock,
for I am in the midst of the Indian jungle, and the next settlement is more
than 120 miles away. I am completely alone and my only friend is my .38
Smith & Wesson revolver, together with a dagger and a bayonet. But I
will have to see how to master the situation, as I have come this far and
am very determined to continue and still find my way.
For now, the earth still trembles, and deep below the ground is a heavy
rumbling. Earthquakes: heavy and deep in the midst of a wild jungle. It
can become dammed hot and dangerous because if the rumbling doesn’t
stop soon then the animals become even wilder than they normally are.
A continuing earthquake makes them crazy. Already they are howling,
roaring, screaming and whistling in the highest tones of fear, and driven
by panic-fright they chase and rush over the shaking ground and through
the hot air. But the rumbling and rolling keeps going on – it becomes
louder and more threatening than it was before. From minute to minute,

FREEDOM is one of 601 symbols in the
book “Symbols of the Spiritual Teaching”.
In total there are 52,476,812 symbols.
the dull sound increases more and more to a
howling. Not far away from me in the jungle I
can see through the dense plants that the air
begins to shimmer and a dangerous hum sound
suddenly can be heard. Damn it, this was all I
needed. Only a short time until the earth opens.
It will rip and tear like brittle leather, and then
hell will break loose. Red-hot lava will shoot out
from the earth and will turn the jungle really into
a hell. A volcano erupts – it has started to live
only a few minutes ago, with a deep, threatening
rumble, deep under the earth.
Rooted to the spot, I stand there and look into
the shimmering hot air between the trees. What
else could I do? All around, the abundance of
the jungle grows rampant, and it prevents me
from simply running away. I would not get far, in
any event, when the approaching volcano would
take my life. So I might as well remain standing
on the spot and wait for things to unfold. If I
must exchange my life with Nirvana, then I can
do it here and don’t have to struggle just a few
metres through the jungle before my destiny
reaches me. So I stand and stare at the trees,
liana vines and other jungle plants.
continues on page 2
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THE SPIRITUAL TEACHING APPLIED IN OUR DAILY LIFE
A meditation exercise to feel more rested
Several times a day a 3-minute meditation:
-Observing your breath (in/out)
-Imagine a flower (rose, orchid)
-Imagine something that is flowing, a brook or stream of water, etc.
source: FIGU Discussion Board/Billy Eduard Albert Meier
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FIGU FACTS
In 800 years we can expect the first real reward
from our mission because then the spiritual
teaching will really spread on Earth and will free
the people from the fangs of religion and belief.
However, the prerequisite is that everything
develops into the right direction. The publication
of the book “Kelch der Wahrheit” will be one of
the main factors for the spreading of the truth.

VOLCANO from page 1

Seconds tick by on my watch, becoming minutes, and eternities. The damned tic-toc-tic-toc of my watch appears to sound
very loud in my ears, something that never happened before unless I had held the watch against my ear.
There is nothing I can do but stare at the glowing fire. Like in a cinema, I stare at the same place and only a small difference separates me from the show and the spot where I am standing; in the show I see everything, completely safe, on the
screen, whereas here I face the harsh reality, and instead of the screen, I’m staring at the lethal spot where hell will break
loose in a few minutes. But hell comes quicker than I expected! Crashing and screaming painfully, the earth is torn apart
and plunges into the depths, dragging along trees, plants and animals. In a thundering explosion they are being transformed
into atoms a few metres below the ground as they fall onto the high-swelling and bubbling lava. Heavy, thick and white
smoke of the atomized plants spews from the bursting ground, followed by a pitch-black smoke plume. Now reddish-yellow
glowing chunks are spurting out – lava. With primeval force, a tremendous explosion is hurling glowing lava into the air that
is filled with thunder. Some eighty metres high it hisses and draws a fiery tail behind it, like a big shooting star. As the
chunks and lumps of lava have reached the summit of their catapult flight, they whir back to earth, thunderously crashing
through the jungleʼs huge trees, splitting them into a thousand pieces and setting the jungle on fire. The small volcano is
born – and it lives. A mere 130 metres away I stand in front of the raging hell. Suddenly the air is diabolically hot, and
unspeakable thirst begins to torment me. I often have to jump to the side when a piece of lava is sailing along, and only with
great efforts can I escape the many glowing chunks of rock that come thundering down. They spray in a small explosion
when they crash to the ground, and then set everything on fire around them. I am already standing in a sea of flames, when
a last tremendously loud explosion shakes the ground, and then suddenly total silence prevails, which in the next moment
becomes replaced by a roaring downpour and a bursting thunder. Then suddenly no sound can be heard, and all the small
and large fires have gone out. Only the extinct fire spots and the smoke curling into the sky are witnesses to the events
which have rolled through the jungle only a few minutes ago. The heat is suddenly gone, and only the normal oppressive
temperature of the jungle lies between the half-burned or at least singed trees and plants.
What has happened? Over the fiery hot and steaming ground I walk slowly towards the crater, while here and there avoiding
a faintly glowing chunk of lava lodged in the midst of completely burnt plants. About 40 metres before the crater I stand as
though turned to stone. A huge tiger lies on the ground and – in spite of what has happened – seems to sleep calmly, while
directly behind it an enormous piece of lava glows. But no – what’s that? The lava covers a third of the tiger’s back part, and
its hair is mostly burned or singed. The tiger must have been sleeping, undisturbed by the rumbling and thunder of the
erupting volcano, and during sleep it was hit by the lava falling down and instantly killed.
Proceeding, I meet other dead animals: Snakes, monkeys and much more that could not flee the raging elements bursting
from one second to the other. Now I am standing at the crater. In fact, I have spent more than an hour to get the 130 metres
from my resting-place to this area. 130 metres of jungle and partly glowing lava that now cools down by the gradually-falling
heavy rain. It is tremendously hot here at the crater or what is still left of it. Just over a metre in diameter and around 4
metres in length, but certainly about 20 metres deep: now it is closed down there, and water is bubbling and simmering. And
now I understand why the volcano so suddenly exhaled its breath and why all the fires were extinguished. The lava has
eaten away and melted the eruption channel until it broke through the walls of an underground lake and the watery mass
thunderously plunged into the glowing lava. This in turn led to a thunderous explosion that destroyed all the oxygen on the
ground surface in a great area for a few seconds, immediately extinguishing all fires. Now I could also explain to myself why
I could breathe no more air for a few seconds and why I was seized by a terrible deadly feeling of suffocating, so I had to
gasp for breath.
The events appear strange to me, for I know of no volcanic activity in this area, consequently I also cannot explain the peculiarity of this small outburst. To me, the whole thing appears like a small volcano that erupted and did its ways just to let me
experience a little adventure. Now I take out my camera and snap a few pictures as a reminder of the hours, where I was
standing with one foot already in Nirvana. Then I go back to my resting-place and gather the rest of my belongings that are
not destroyed and burned by falling-down lava chunks. From half-burnt branches and leaves I make a make-shift camp for
the night and lay down for some rest; for the sun is already sinking down, and soon it will be night. And tomorrow I have to
be rested because I want to solve the mystery that has lured me to this location.
Days later, back at the Ashoka Ashram in Mahrauli, I learn from Miss Rogers and Monk Dharmawara, that exactly at the
time I had the experience in the jungle, a strong earthquake had occurred.
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CHRISTIAN FREHNER’S VISIT IN ONTARIO AND TORONTO / AUGUST 17-25, 2012
by Catherine Mossman
After that weekend, Christian had a few days where he visited with a couple of our other members who also live north
of Toronto. We took him to the largest fresh water beach in
the world, Wasaga Beach (nestled in Georgian Bay which
is a part of one of the Great Lakes, Lake Huron). We took
him cycling through one of our provincial parks, also on
Georgian Bay, called Awenda Provincial Park. The water
was shallow enough that he actually enjoyed cycling IN
Georgian Bay as well.
The two-hour drive down to Toronto, along Highway 400
allowed Christian to experience the slow transition from the
peace and quiet of the north to the building ebb and thrum
of the big smoke. We pointed out the spaceship shaped
theatre complex that can be seen on the way down too!
Very thrilling, we’re sure!
On the same day that we brought him down to the city we
gave him a bit of a drive around some of the various neighbourhoods that exhibit the vibrant mix of cultures that this
CHRISTIAN AND MICHAEL AT WASAGA BEACH ON GEORGIAN BAY city has on offer. From Little India, to China town, to Little
Italy and the marvelous city skyline, approached along the
We had a great time having Christian Frehner, from
Gardiner
from the East, he saw it all and then some, all in
the Core Group of Switzerland, with us for nine days in
one
afternoon
(and though he didn’t say it I’m sure he was
August, from the 16th to the 25th. We had planned it so his
well
pleased
to
be out of the car at last when we dropped
stay corresponded with our annual Canadian FIGU Passive
him
off
at
his
new
in town abode).
members meeting that we hold in August. This meeting was
Luckily,
we
found
for
him a great B&B right down at
held at the beautiful country retreat, northwest of Toronto,
Harbourfront,
on
the
shores
of one of Ontario’s other Great
belonging to one of our members. We all had ample opportuLakes,
Lake
Ontario.
There
he
had a combination view of
nity to ask questions and talk with him.
the
Toronto
Islands
as
well
as
the
towers of the nation’s
This having been his first time in Canada he had a great introfinancial
centre.
He
had
some
time
to himself, finally!
duction to the beauty of the Ontario countryside, and then
later the bustle of Toronto.
At our idyllic country retreat we all made various presentations, enjoyed sumptuous repasts and were treated to a presentation from Christian on the subjects of Love, Peace,
Freedom and Harmony. We’ve made this available to everyone on our new FIGU Canada YouTube Channel:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBok1xZb4HY
We also enjoyed a Q&A session with him after that, which
we’ve also posted for your interest:
http://www.youtube.com/user/FIGUCANADA
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ENJOYING NIAGARA FALLS WITH JUAN AND HODARI

The next day we whisked him off to tour Niagara Falls
and have lunch in the beautiful wine-growing region of
the Niagara Peninsula. While there Hodari Clarke was
able to record an interview with Christian, this too is
available on our YouTube site:

CHRISTIAN INTRODUCES HIMSELF DURING HIS
PRESENTATION / AUG. 24, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhi-xUZEWo0&feature=related
The following day was the day before Christian’s
Toronto presentation. As we had people coming from
great distances we decided to make Christian available
to meet with them the night before and over the next
couple of days. They were coming from a long way:
from across Canada and from some of our neighbouring northern US states of Ohio, New York and New
Jersey, as well as from as far away as California. For
those who cannot get over to Switzerland this was an
CATHERINE, FERDINAND
excellent opportunity to meet with one of the Core
AND DON ARE READY
Group members and make it more worth their while,
WITH TICKETS AND FLCA
considering the expense involved. At this informal
BOOKLETS
meet-up, held in a library conference room, introductions were made and all kinds of questions were asked
and discussions were had. When our time was up
there we then walked over to one of the local restaurants and continued to chat and get to know some of
our new FIGU friends from far afield. This was great
for everyone, especially those who have no contact at
all in their hometowns with other people who they can
discuss the important subject matter that FIGU does.
One can feel awfully alone when this is the case.
The following day, August 24th, was the day of
Christian’s presentation that we, FIGU Canada
Landesgruppe, were hosting at a theatre in one of our
local libraries. We ended up having a very good turn
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POST-LECTURE DINNER IN THE ANNEX DISTRICT

out. Much better than expected and were glad that our hard
work brought people out.
Christian began with a background and introductory presentation on the Meier case including footage of himself and
Billy visiting one of the sites, now 20 or so years old, of one
of his previous Beamship sightings and recordings. The second half of the presentation was a reading of, the as yet at
that time, unpublished work of Billy’s entitled: What all
Human Beings of Earth Should Know !. This is also now
available on our site:

FAREWELL BRUNCH AT QUEEN’S QUAY WATERFRONT

Please scroll to Bulletin 78 “What all Human Beings of Earth
Should Know !” http://ca.figu.org/figu-bulletins.html
After the meeting we all went to a nearby restaurant to continue with getting to know each other and continuing to talk
to and ask questions of Christian.
And finally, on the next morning, Christian’s final day in
Canada, we had one more opportunity to spend time with
Christian; we’d arranged a brunch meet-up at a restaurant
overlooking the water.
It was great to meet our fellow FIGU friends from far and
wide, to put faces to names and to simply spend time
together. We deemed the weekend, indeed the whole nine
days, a great success.
Thank you Christian for agreeing to make the trip across the
pond and to make yourself available for our endless barrage
of questions!!
Salome, Catherine Mossman

HAVING FUN AT KENSINGTON MARKET
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OVERPOPULATION: AS SEEN FROM A LOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
by Michael Uyttebroek
Throughout numerous booklets, brochures and flyers, FIGU and Billy Eduard Albert Meier have clearly stated their
position with regards to overpopulation. Despite many attempts to address this seemingly insurmountable issue and subsequently, all other problems associated with this matter, it appears as though there are only very few who are truly interested
in tackling our woes at their root source.
It would not be surprising if the following comments would be prevalent amongst the affluent of our western developed nations, such opinions as: “we have enough food to feed everyone, we just need to change our diet”, or “having more
people is good for the economy, after all, who is going to pay for our retirement”, etc. Finally, there are probably those that
believe that “there is no global warming, this is a natural phenomenon that occurs cyclically”! To be sure, there are many
more limited perspectives that don’t acknowledge the impact our overpopulation is having on our environment while others
think that having more and more children is a positive thing, however, the fact is, that this planet, along with all its natural
resources including the flora and fauna, is finite. It doesn’t take a mathematical genius to see that if we continue, unabated,
on our current trajectory of population growth, all problems will increase insurmountably. More people, less space, less
food, less forest, less oil, less fresh water, less arable land, depleted ocean fish stocks, etc. Along with this there will be
increased desperation, brutality, violence, struggle for survival, wars, lack of caring for life, etc. Itemizing lists of all of the
possible effects on nature and humankind could easily be greatly elaborated upon, but in spite of all our current and future
problems, it is imperative that we make the effort to think globally and not selfishly.
Rather than thoughtlessly and irresponsibly supporting the motto: “go forth and multiply”, we need to be conscious
of the impact that we all have on this finite planet. This does not mean not having children at all, but it simply means that if
a couple chooses to have a child, many clear-cut, unambiguous prerequisites must be in place in order to foster a healthy
and balanced upbringing of that child, ensuring that he or she has all of the necessary resources, love, education and possibilities to have a healthy and fulfilling life. Again, FIGU has written quite extensively on this topic.[1]
The key is that we must understand the severity of the problem of overpopulation if we are to adequately come to
terms with it. It is very easy to turn our backs on the situation and say that “oh, it doesn’t matter to me, I have enough, it
doesn’t affect me”. Or, “what difference is it going to make whether or not we pollute the earth, water and air, soon I’ll be
gone and it won’t matter”. Other equally egotistical opinions are: “you only live once, so take what you can and live it up”, or
“I have what I need, too bad for the others”. And these are common opinions that would most probably surface when presented with this topic. Still, the majority are so completely caught up in there own fantasies, desires, struggles and sufferings that they haven’t given the population crisis a moment’s attention. Again, we need to look outside of our sphere of selfabsorption and recognise that we are all interconnected. Droughts, energy shortages, desertification, global warming,
increased CO2 levels, pollution etc. see no boundaries. What affects the poor also affects the rich. Quality of life decreases as population increases…again, we must view this problem from a global perspective. The current time urges us to act
in a logical and decisive manner by taking the first steps to educate and inform anyone willing to listen, so that gradually we
can change our world into a better place to live, where peace, love, freedom, respect and happiness make their way into
the consciousness of each and everyone; where there is abundance and balance, logic and justice for all; truly, a paradise
on Earth. But in order to begin to get the ball rolling in the right direction, we need to have the courage to look at and consider the reality of our precarious situation and discuss and write about it so that more people can finally become aware of
this tragedy.
In researching the various global problems facing us as well as future generations, it becomes evident that the
more intensively one looks at the individual problems, the more complex, varied, interwoven and detailed they become, spiralling into further complexities. It is easy to see how the experts and layperson alike can get caught up in the details and in
trying to find the individual solutions while, at the same time, not seeing the underlying causes from a fundamental, logical
basis. Although the various individual problems are, albeit, acutely serious and need to be solved, unless the bigger picture,
the root cause: overpopulation, is dealt with, solving all the spiralling out of control secondary problems will simply be a
‘constantly trying to catch up’ solution with no real permanent answer. Much like the mythical Hydra, one head gets
chopped off and three new ones appear. This is exactly the case with our current modus operandi. Instead, we need to be
able to address the most critical issues accompanied with an effective long-term plan which is: curtailing our burgeoning
population explosion back down to a sustainable level of 529 million[2] people as recommended by FIGU. Therefore the
appropriate efforts and resources need to be targeted to not only meet the immediate growing needs of humanity but additionally, it is imperative that there is a world wide goal of reducing the growth of our population. The latter of which needs to
be accepted and enforced by all governments and peoples alike, otherwise, all further attempts to solve our problems will
be useless, for, as the problems increase in step with our population growth, an overall effective solution will simply slip
through our fingers and become completely unfathomable.
Although there are many agencies that contend themselves with trying to solve the various global problems, for
example the Food and Agriculture Organisation (UN) or the World Food Summit or more recently, the Earth Summit
in Rio, the experts never directly tackle the overpopulation problem as being the root cause of all the other problems.

continues next page
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OVERPOPULATION from page 6

Here are some of the various perspectives offered by the leading organisations:
How to Feed the World in 2050 – High Level Expert Forum
Oct. 12 - 13, 2009 (FAO)[3]
The problems to be resolved
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will we be able to produce enough food at affordable prices or will rising food prices drive more of the world's
population into poverty and hunger?
How much spare capacity in terms of land and water do we have to feed the world in 2050?
What are the new technologies that can help us use scarce resources more efficiently, increase and stabilize crop
and livestock yields?
Are we investing enough in research and development for breakthroughs to be available in time?
Will new technologies be available to the people who will need them most - the poor?
How much do we need to invest in order to help agriculture adapt to climate change, and how much can agriculture
contribute to mitigating extreme weather events?

On September 14, 2010, in Rome[4], the FAO (U.N. Food and Agricultural Organization) and the United Nations World
Food Programme (WFP) stated the following on their site:
•

"Vigorous and urgent action by nations and the world has been effective in helping to halt galloping hunger
numbers," said WFP Executive Director, Josette Sheeran. "But this is no time to relax. We must keep hunger on the
run to ensure stability and to protect lives and dignity."

•

Last May, Jacque Diouf, (the now former director-general of the U.N. Food and Agricultural Organization) also
launched a "1 billionhungry campaign" aimed at inciting world leaders into taking firm and urgent action to end
hunger. More than half a million people have already signed an online petition calling on politicians to make hunger
reduction their top priority and a million are expected by the end of this year.

The 1996 World Food Summit[5] stated the following as their target:
•

World leaders attending the World Food Summit in Rome committed to cutting by half the number of undernourished
people in the world by no later than 2015. The World Food Summit target is thus to reduce the number of hungry to
around 425 million by 2015.

Finally, the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil June 20 – 22, 2012[6] has on their website the following 7 critical problems prominently featured: Disasters, Oceans, Water, Food, Cities, Energy, Jobs
Unbelievably, there was absolutely nothing on the Earth Summit timetable of events and themes[7] pertaining to
addressing the extremely urgent matter of overpopulation…
It seems that a serious discussion on how to solve our food shortages, climate change, poverty, etc., by all the major organisations, completely omits the need to tackle overpopulation as the first and foremost factor. Instead, the focus is on how to
deal with the repercussions of our growth, while at the same time, utilising faulty[8] and overly optimistic population growth
forecasts (9.1 billion by 2050)[9] .
According to the Plejarens, as of December 31, 2011 (midnight), we had already reached a population of 8,199,430,908!
In an attempt to find solutions it is clear that there is no overall guiding plan of action pertaining to the main and primary
problem of overpopulation. Here the expression “the left hand doesn’t know what the right is doing”, bears validity. The various departments do their research in a fragmented manner with no viable unified goal. Again, what is needed is a twofold solution that not only tries to bring immediate relief to the acute problems at hand while at the same time, primarily
focussing energy and resources on birth rate reduction programs and responsible parenting.[10] Desperate times require
drastic solutions. Billy states in Contact Report 434 from Sept. 9, 2006… “Thus, a human catastrophe is already predetermined, which can only be stopped in its worst forms by a rigorous birth control, respectively by a worldwide birth stop, controlled step-by-step in a certain way over a long period of time.“
In solving our immediate and future problems we should never lose sight of tackling our population growth, for it holds the
key, as the decisive factor, in ultimately solving all sub-problems.

continues next page
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MARCEL GORBANESCU
How did you come across the
“Billy” Meier material?
In the summer of 2006, I asked
myself if there was extra-terrestrial life in the Universe. While I
was browsing the Internet, I
made a search using Google to
find information about real
encounters with extraterrestrials
on planet Earth.
From what I knew previously, the Internet was abundant with
all kinds of stories about alien encounters, most of them
being unreal or created by people for material gain.
In that summer of 2006, what attracted my attention
was the encounter “Billy” Meier had on the night of
November 26th 1977 with Asina, the aquatic extra-terrestrial
being who was half human, half fish, whom visited him at
the Semjase Silver Star Center, in search for help because
her spaceship had broken down while in Earth’s space.
Asina is a woman from a planet in Deneb in the constellation
of Cygnus. On November 26th of 1977, her peoples’ spaceship became damaged while traveling near Earth. She contacted “Billy” telepathically who then contacted the Plejaren
who sent help. After a few years in September 26th of 2000,
she came back to Earth to thank Billy for his help and Billy
met her personally for the first time. She is unlike other
human ETs. Her race's physiology is different whereby her
race has long fingers, soft skin and an appearance similar to
a mixture of human, fish and amphibian.
I found that encounter of “Billy” Meier with Asina the ET, half
human and amphibian, over the Internet in a UFO website
which attracted my attention, and something in my consciousness told me that this encounter was more real than
the others that I had read before with human abductions by
aliens and other nonsense stories about aliens or extra-terrestrials visiting planet Earth found over the Internet.
From that moment in 2006, I started to search for more information on Google about who “Billy“ Meier was, and from
there I found many websites like www.theyfly.com and
www.figu.org and a previous website, gaiaguys.net, which
doesn’t exist anymore. These websites were filled with information about “Billy” Meier, contact notes with the Plejaren,
contact notes about Earth’s true ancient history for millennia,
about the existence of human life in universe, and about the
teaching of the spirit, the teaching of truth, and the teaching
of life, which has been shared by the Plejaren with human
kind on planet Earth.
What lead you to become a part of FIGU?
All this fascinating and amazing truth, knowledge and information about our Earth history, about the truth, reality of our
past and present, shared with us by the Plejaren and their
federation, brought me to search for more truth from the
“Billy“ Meier contact notes, and today decided to join the
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OVERPOPULATION from page 7

Sources:
1] Parenthood and the Desire to Have a Baby by Christian
Frehner
ca.figu.org/parenthood-and-the-desire-to-have-a-baby.html
2] According to the law of nature, the size of the Earth’s population should not exceed the amount of 529 million,
because the planet has a guaranteed surplus of provisions
for this number. Even three times the number, thus 1.6 billion, but not more, would still be acceptable and could be
handled by the planet and its nature. (FIGU Offener Brief No.
1, To all the Governments and Other Responsible Persons of
the World by Billy Meier) Scroll to the article “An Open
Letter-To all the Governments and Other Responsible
Persons of the World”
futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/FIGU_Open_Letter_001
3] http://www.fao.org/wsfs/forum2050/wsfs-forum/en/
4] http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/45210/icode/
5] http://www.fao.org/hunger/en/
6] According to FIGU on December 31, 2010 (midnight) we
reached 8,102,716,701
http://ca.figu.org/overpopulation-statistics.html
7] United Nations
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=30159&Cr=f
amily+planning&Cr1=
8] Population Growth Without Limit - An End to a Taboo
Subject! by Christian Frehner
http://ca.figu.org/population-growth.html

FIGU-Landesgruppe Canada, after being a passive member
with FIGU-Switzerland’s Semjase Silver Star Center.
What do you hope to achieve with being a part of FIGU?
I hope every human being, with time will find like I did, the
path to the true information and knowledge about the teaching of truth, the teaching of the spirit and the teaching of life
by “Billy” Meier, and the Plejaren federation.
Also, I hope to contribute to make the information about the
true teaching of the spirit, the teaching of life, and the teaching of truth available for every human being interested in
searching and discovering the true meaning of life, and the
truth about Creation and its recommendations and natural
laws.
So I would like to stand by the truth and support it whenever
possible, and bring my contribution in any form, be it material, financial or spiritual.
Saalome ,
Marcel Gorbanescu
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TODAY
by Billy Eduard Albert Meier
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DER MENSCH UND DAS SCHICKSAL GESTERN UND
HEUTE
von ‹Billy› Eduard Albert Meier

Translation: Catherine Mossman
1.
The human being of yesterday went through life with
clear senses, intellect and rationality as well as by his or her
own initiative and clear consciousness.

Der Mensch von gestern ist mit klaren Sinnen, mit
1.
Verstand und Vernunft sowie mit Eigeninitiative und mit
klarem Bewusstsein durchs Leben gegangen.

2.
He or she also knew that they had to find their way
around in each life-circumstance by themselves and that
specifically they must also lay claim to their own lives.

2.
Er wusste auch, dass er sich in jeder Lebenslage
selbst zurechtzufinden hatte und dass er also sein Leben
auch eigens behaupten musste.

3. Antithetically to this, today’s human being stands at a
lost post, because not only does the clear mind and the lifeessential intellect suffer from an immense deficit but so do
the favourable prospects of finding his or her own way, as
well as standing one’s ground, in all life circumstances.

3.
Gegensätzlich dazu steht der Mensch von heute
damit auf verlorenem Posten, denn nicht nur der klare
Verstand und die lebensnotwendige Vernunft leiden an
einem gewaltigen Mangel, sondern auch die guten
Möglichkeiten des Sichzurechtfindens in allen Lebenslagen
sowie das Behaupten des Lebens.

4.
The majority of the younger generations are no longer
capable to allow intellect and rationality to function self-sufficiently, to use each situation in order to make the best out of
them, or to master life in a more purposeful manner.

4.
Das Gros der jüngeren Generationen ist nicht mehr
fähig, selbständig Verstand und Vernunft walten zu lassen,
jede Lebenslage derart zu nutzen, um daraus das Beste zu
machen oder das Leben in zweckmässiger Weise zu meistern.

5.
With the present-day human being it is namely indeed
the case, that they can barely, or not at all, manage their life
situations and especially their lives themselves, therefore, in
regards to life-conduct, they can barely exist or are even
completely life-incapable without outside help.

5.
Bei den heutigen Menschen ist es nämlich tatsächlich so, dass sie ihre Lebenslagen und besonders ihr Leben
kaum oder überhaupt nicht mehr selbst bewältigen können,
folglich sie ohne fremde Hilfe zur Lebensführung kaum mehr
existieren können oder gar völlig lebensunfähig sind.

6.
With regards to real life-conduct, innumerable ones
need help, regardless of whether this comes from intellect
and reason possessing psychologists or from halfway intellect and reason-possessing human beings.

6.
Unzählige brauchen Hilfe, ganz egal, ob diese nun
von noch verstandes- und vernunftbegabten Psychologen
oder von halbwegs verstandes- und vernunftbegabten
Menschen in bezug auf eine reelle Lebensführung kommt.

7.
But already there begins another calamity, namely, that
many times this help is not found, because life-experienced
advisers are not to be found.

7.
Doch da beginnt bereits ein weiteres Übel, nämlich
dass diese Hilfe vielfach nicht gefunden wird, weil es dazu
an lebenserfahrenen Ratgebern fehlt.

8.
Psychologists and psychiatrists are visited for guidance
many thousands of times to grant advice concerning life and
life-development as well as regarding life-conduct etc., or, as
to how psychic problems should be solved.

8.
Zigtausendfach werden Psychologen und
Psychiater aufgesucht, die in bezug auf das Leben und die
Lebensgestaltung sowie hinsichtlich der Lebensführung usw.
Rat erteilen oder psychische Probleme lösen sollen.

9.
However, the whole thing is very questionable,
because many psychologists and psychiatrists themselves
are in need of help with their lives, as they themselves are
also not clear with their life development and life-conduct,
etc.; this is not ever taken into consideration or is simply
consistently disputed and denied.

9.
Dass aber dabei das Ganze äusserst fragwürdig ist,
weil viele Psychologen und Psychiater selbst der Hilfe bedürfen und mit ihrem Leben sowie mit ihrer Lebensgestaltung
und Lebensführung usw. selbst nicht klarkommen, das wird
überhaupt nicht in Erwägung gezogen oder schlichtwegs einfach bestritten und geleugnet.
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